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WORD SEARCH!
Find the words in the word bank below! (Hint: they might be backwards)

BASE		
OUT		
STRIKE

HOMER
PLATE
TEAMS

HITTER
SAFE

ANSWER KEY: A: Max Scherzer, B: Juan Soto, C: Ryan Zimmerman, D: Stephen Strausburg, E: Victor Robles, F: Adam Eaton, G: Davey Martinez, H: Trea Turner
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EYE SPY! Do you know who’s who? Write the name of each World Series
Champion under their close-up!
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Test your knowledge of the Racing Presidents by answering this quiz.

Frustrated with the direction of his party, he created his own party for his third election.
a. George

2.

d. Teddy

b. Tom

c. Abe

d. Teddy

Despite believing in limited powers for the federal government, he almost doubled the nation’s size by
negotiating the Louisiana Purchase.
a. George

4.

c. Abe

Considered one of the greatest presidents in American history, he was elected to the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences in 1781.
a. George

3.

b. Tom

b. Tom

c. Abe

d. Teddy

Both the penny and the $5 bill depict his portrait as a central part of their design.
a. George

b. Tom

c. Abe

d. Teddy

1. Teddy; 2. George; 3. Tom; 4. Abe

1.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF SCREECH
Directions: Fill in the blanks to complete the story.
Hey Nationals fans, it’s your favorite mascot, Screech, here.
I’m getting ready for the big game against the _________________ (MLB team)
tonight. The weather for tonight’s ballgame is looking _________________ (adjective),
so I make sure to grab my _________________ (clothing item). I decide to ride my
_________________ (vehicle) to Nationals Park. I should get there in no time.
When I get to Nats Park, I see _________________ (Nationals player 1) and
_________________ (Nationals player 2) taking batting practice in the cages. I decide to
join and I pick up my favorite _________________ (color) baseball bat to take a few swings.
The _________________ (sound) of a bat and the _________________ (sound) of the
glove are some of my favorite sounds in baseball.
I notice that the fans start to _________________ (verb) into the park showing their
best Natitude, so I _________________ (verb) over to meet them. _________________
(number) fans ask me for autographs, so I grab my _________________ (adjective) pen
and sign some _________________ (plural noun).
I hear the umpire yell “Play Ball.” Time to start the game. I _________________ (verb)
over to my seat to watch the game, but then I realize that I am hungry. I quickly run to the
concession stands and order _________________ (number) _________________ (food).
Now I am energized and ready to help cheer on the Nats.
THE NATIONALS WIN! THE NATIONALS WIN! By the score of _________________ (high
number) to _________________ (low number). A big thank you to all the great Nationals
fans who came out to the ballpark. I am one _________________ (adjective) mascot.

Phone color; upside down FIGHT FINISHED sign; missing Curly W logo on white shirt;
logo on gray ball cap in lower left corner; Doolittle reading.

ANSWER KEY

Can you find the five differences in these two photos of the World Series parade?
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